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ABSTRACT 

In the new era of technology, there is the redundancy of information in the internet world, which gives a hard time 

for users to contain the willed outcome it, to crack this hardship we need an automated process that riddle and search 

the obtained facts. Text summarization is one of the normal methods to solve problems. The target of the single 

document epitome is to raise the possibilities of data. we have worked mostly on extractive stationed text 

summarization. Sentence scoring is the method usually used for extractive text summarization. In this paper, we built an 

Urdu Roman Language Dataset which has thirty thousand articles. We follow the Fuzzy good judgment technique to 

clear up the hassle of text summarization. The fuzzy logic approach model delivers Fuzzy rules which have uncertain 

property weight and produce an acceptable outline. Our approach is to use Cosine similarity with Fuzzy logic to 

suppress the extra data from the summary to boost the proposed work. We used the standard Testing Method for Fuzzy 

Logic Urdu Roman Text Summarization and then compared our Machine-generated summary with the help of ROUGE 

and BLEU Score Method. The result shows that the Fuzzy Logic approach is better than the preceding avenue by a 

meaningful edge. 
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At present, distinctive network stages have overfilled the clients with 

excessive facts from several resources and areas, advent it mainly tough for 

them to obtain the ones which they imply to. Besides, tremendous offers of 

unlimited information over the internet are in the system of natural language 

text. Hence, the mission of automatically shortening articles and documents 

into a dense,” fast-to-grasp” model will become tremendously critical inside 

the age of data. 

Classically, there are techniques for automatic text summarization, that is 

extractive and abstractive. Extractive strategies simply stumble on the 

sentences and phrases of the file which comprise necessary, extremely useful 

information related to the primary subject matter discussed inside the content. 

Abstractive summarization, but, is a way to make human-like summarization 

that comprehends selection, reordering, and summarizing the sentences of a 

file. Although collectedly simple, extractive methods are the generally used 

tactics due to their reasonable performance and applicability. 

 Albeit collectedly simple, extractive approaches are the approaches that 

are commonly used because of their applicability and satisfactory 

performance. But on the other side, extractive approaches are not 

favorable because their performance is much different from the methods 

used by human beings to condense and summarize different documents and 

1. Introduction 
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articles. Similarly, a quality summarization needs 

rephrasing and concatenation, which is expecting in the 

summarization of some sort of complex articles or 

complex news. But on the other hand, abstractive 

summarization is very complicated for machines to 

perform the actions automatically and solely. 

Specifically, the majority of abstractive approaches used 

the approaches which are supervised deep learning, 

which certainly makes them inflexible and poor health 

To implemented it extra well known, complex-case 

articles which explain many areas are the summarization 

of multi-articles, but here it should be noted they are very 

few in numbers. That’s why the majority of the current 

applicable approaches which are like summarization 

have remained extractive merely than the abstractive 

which are human-like. In this regard, this paper presents 

a type of model that will benefit the approaches which 

are based on the state of the art, which can be 

equally beneficial for abstractive and summarization 

approaches, which will improve the quality of the 

summarization which is automatic text in nature. Here 

we first introduce an extractive model by implementing a 

fuzzy logic system and is equipped with customized 

features that are hand-crafted to extract important 

sentences from the text. This feature by which this model 

is customized will enhance flexibility, and as a result 

applicability as well. Secondly, this model improves and 

activities sequence to sequence network as well[1]. Which 

includes a decoder and encoder with a mechanism which 

is based on the context which is encoding, where the 

word distribution is to abstract those sentences which are 

to be an abstractive summary. Figure 1 displays the 

construction of fuzzy logic for extractive text 

summarization.

 

 

Figure 1. Fuzzy logic system architecture for extractive text summarization.

2. Related Works  

The improvement of the latest strategies is 

permanently required to support to clear up problems [2-17]. 

Some unique performances have been planned for 

automatic text summarization that deeds a spread of 

different strategies. Most of those techniques are 

extractive text summarization approaches. The modes 

proposed in [18] use low functions for text unit scoring and 

deciding text units that have the very best scores as 

summarization. Proposed models in [19] use techniques to 

weight scoring continuously In-textual content unit 

scoring is primarily based on statistics with the aid of 

manner of machine learning techniques for automatic 

textual content summarization. The discourse shape 

version is proposed in [20] to score sentences. 

However, the above-mentioned techniques conflict 

with the redundancy trouble That leads to a 

low-satisfactory precision. The first manner that gives 

with this problem is introduced in [21] and is known as 

MMR (Maximum Marginal Relevance). Many text 

summarization strategies take advantage of MMR sum-

immediately or use a changed Version of it. Some text marization strategies are developed base on the fuzzy 
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logic method. To get a terrific result and improve the 

quality of summary, various techniques make the most a 

mixture of or extra one-of-a-kind technique[22-24]. In [25] 

Writer proposes a model that advantages the gain of 

range-based techniques to pick out up the most numerous 

sentences, and additionally the advantage of the 

non-range method which makes use of fuzzy logic and 

swarm’s intelligence to select the most vital sentences for 

textual content summarization. Since currently many new 

and effective system learning strategies are developed that 

are specifically based on deep gaining knowledge of 

techniques and a few textual content summarization 

techniques have been proposed to make abstractive 

summaries that benefit new gadgets, analyzing fashions. 

In [26,27] writers recommend a version that uses an 

encoder-decoder method to research the representation of 

sentences by using the encoder and to categorize each 

sentence with the aid of decoder based totally on encoder 

representations the use of an interesting approach. The 

proposed version in [28] has components. The first 

component is a single series version and not using a 

decoder to gain knowledge of extractive. The second 

portion has a decoder this is abstractedly trained to 

generate sentence-extraction probabilities. sequence-to- 

sequence models based totally on deep studying strategies 

are applied in a few abstractive text summarizations 

works. In [29] authors advise a manner that exploits 

convolutional models to encode the supply, after which 

the abstractive summary has probably generated the use 

of a context-touchy attentional feed-ahead neural 

community. In [30] authors expand an abstractive text 

summarization version primarily based on a 

series-to-series model and applying the attentional 

encoder-decoder RNN (Recurrent Neural Network). [31] 

proposes a robust version that uses a hybrid pointer 

generator network to duplicate phrases from the source 

text content by way of pointing, inside the first section, 

and then sports attention to preserve the tune of summary, 

that stops repetition, inside the second section. 

3. Data Collection  

In this section, we collect different articles from 

News  Website. These articles are present in the Urdu 

language. we manually convert all these articles from the 

Urdu Language to the Urdu roman language with the 

assist of the Online Dictionary .which is showing below in 

Table 1.

Table 1. Urdu article to Urdu Roman article 

Urdu Urdu Roman 

آکے  خان  تھا  وہ  جوتے  بیچ  رہا  تھا.  آکے  آدمی  اس  کے  پاس  

آیا  اور  پوچھا  خان  اس  جوتے  کی  کیا  قیمت  ہے  خان  نئے  کہا  خان   

روپای. اس آدمی نئے کہا کا خان تم بہوت زیادہ کھا رہے ہو   500

تو  خان  نئے  کہا  کا  اچھا  تم  کتنے  ڈاتے   ہو  تو  اس  آدمی  نئے  کہا  کا  

روپای. خان نئے کہا نہیں یارا تم بہوت کم ڈے رہے  ہو. جب   100

وہ  آدمی  جانے   لگا  تو  خان  نئے   کہا  کا  اچھا  ایدھر  آؤ   دو  100  

روپای. اس آدمی نئے خان کو  100  روپای ڈے دییای اور جوتے  

لے لیے  پھر خان نئے کہا کدا کا  بندہ اب بھی مجھ کو  50  روپای  

منافع  ہوا  ہا  اکستان  كے  وزیر  اعظم  عمران  خان  کا  امریکی  اخبار 

واشنگٹن  پوسٹ  میں  شایہ  ہونے  والے  کالم  میں  کہنا  ہے  كے 

افغانستان  میں  امن  کا  قیام  نزدیک  ہے  تاہم  ملک  سے  غیر  ملکی 

فوجوں  كے  انخلا  میں  جلد  بازی  دانائی  نہیں  ہو  گی  .سنیچر  کو 

شایہ  ہونے  والے  اِس  کالم  میں  عمران  خان  کا  کہنا  تھا  كے   

مذاکرات  کی  میز  پر  ایک  پر  امن  توقف  جنگ  كے  میدان  میں   

خونریزی  سے  بہتر  ہے  یا  نومبر  کو  امریکی  صدارتی  انتخاب  ہو  

رہے  ہیں  اور  متعدد  تجزیہ  نگاروں  کا  خیال  ہے  كے  الیکشن  سے   

پہلے  ٹرمپ  اپنے  حامیوں  کو  افغانستان  سے  کوئی  اچھی  خبر   

ake khan thaa wo jotay beach raha tha. ake adme os 

kay pass aaya aur pooch a khan es jootay ki kiya qeemat 

hay khan nay Kaha ka 500 ropey. os aadme nay Kaha ka 

khan tum bahoot Zaida kha rahay ho to khan nay kaha ka 

acha tum kitnay datay ho to os aadme nay Kaha ka 100 

ropey. khan nay kaha nahin yara tum bahoot kam day 

rahay ho. jab wo aadme Janay laga to khan nay kaha ka 

acha eder aao do 100 ropey. os aadme nay khan ko 100 

ropey day dieay aur jootay lay liay pher khan nay kaha 

kuda ka Banda abb bhe muj ko 50 ropey manafa hooa ha 

akstan ke Wazeer e Azam Imran Khan ka Amrici akhbar 

Washington post mein shaya honay walay column mein 

kehna Hai ke Afghanistan mein Aman ka qiyam nazdeek 

Hai taham malik se ghair Mulki foujon ke inkhala mein 

jald baazi danai nahi ho Gi .sanacher ko shaya honay 

walay is column mein Imran Khan ka kehna tha ke 

mazakraat ki maiz par aik pur Aman tawaquf Jung ke 
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4. Experiment  

There are loads of utility That had been developed 

for fuzzy logic due to its ease and flexibility to deal with 

indistinct and uncertain facts. A fuzzy logic machine 

maybe counted because of the mapping of nonlinear 

enters information to scalar output facts. 

Each part of the Fuzzy Logic is discussed below. 

i.  

ii.  

iii.  

iv. 

Fuzzification interface 

Inference engine 

Fuzzy ruled based 

Defuzzification interface 

4.1 Fuzzifier 

In this section, the text capabilities are given as a 

difficult enter and convert that input into language 

values using a membership. The current approach uses 

the triangular membership feature for each feature and 

is separated into 3 fuzzy sets: less, medium, and greater. 

4.2 Inference engine 

In this section of the FLS take place the real 

process of plotting from given input to output the use of 

an association of IF-THEN rule outline in the guidelines 

base. First of all, the rule of thumb, the base is a defined 

sentence. 

4.3 Fuzzy ruled based 

Some Fuzzy rules are defined here. 

IF (title word is more) and (thematic score is more) 

and (pronoun is average) and (numerical facts is more) 

and (TF-IDF is more) and (sentence length is medium) 

then (the sentence is very important).IF (title word is 

more) and (thematic score is more) and (pronoun is 

average) and (numerical facts is less) and (TF-IDF is 

more) and (sentence length is medium) then (the 

sentence is important).IF (title word is less) and 

(thematic score is less) and (pronoun is more) and 

(numerical facts is less) and (TF-IDF is less) and 

(sentence length is short) then (the sentence is 

unimportant). 

4.4 Defuzzification 

It generalized three-cornered Organization feature is 

used as an output membership characteristic as 

shown below in Equation 1. 

C(x, y) = (
a + b + c

3
,
l + m + n

3
) 

(1) 

Whereas a, b and c are the usual values of the low, 

medium, and high respectively, and l, m, and n is the 

computed values of essential, common, useless, and very 

critical respectively. The structure of the Fuzzy Logic 

Model is as follow Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Shows the flow chart of fuzzy logic. 

4.5 Redundancy removal using Cosine 

similarity 

The measurement of two texts documents or  

دینے  پر  مصر  ہیں  تو  کیا  امریکہ  کی  جانب  سے  نتیجہ  خیز  

مذاکرات  کرنے  كے  بارے  میں  دباؤ   كے  باعث   عمران  خان  کو  

جلدبازی  نہ  کرنے   کا  مشورہ  دینا  پڑا  ؟رحیم   یوسفزئی  نے  اسِ   

بارے  میں  اظہار  خیال  کرتے  ہوئے   کہا  كے  جلدبازی  سے  متعلق  

عمران  خان  نے  ایک  عمومی  بات  کی  ہے  اور  اسے  ان  کی  

نصیحت  ،   یا  خواہش  سمجھ  سکتے  ہیں   یا  ان  کا  تجزیہ  ہے  كے  اِس 

حوالے  سے  احتیاط  برٹنی  چاہیے  .انہ وں  نے  کہا  كے  تیِن  نومبر   

سے  پہلے  بین  مذاکرات   میں  کوئی  بڑی  پیش  رفت  ہوتی  دکھائی   

نہیں  ڈے  رہی  کیونکہ  12  ستمبر  کو   مذاکرات  کا  آغاز   ہوا  اور   

 ابھی تک ایجنڈا ،  مراحل اور دیگر معاملات پر بحث ہو رہی  ہے 

 

maidan mein khoonrezi se behtar Hai yan November ko 

Amrici sadaarti intikhab ho rahay Hain aur mutadid tajzia 

nigaron ka khayal Hai ke election se pehlay trump –apne 

hamion ko Afghanistan se koi achi khabar dainay par 

misar Hain. to Kya America ki janib se nateja khaiz 

mazakrat karne ke baray mein dabao ke baais Imran Khan 

ko jaldbazi nah karne ka mahswara Dena para ?Raheem 

Yousufzai ne is baray mein Izhar khayal karte hue kaha ke 

jaldbazi se mutaliq Imran Khan ne aik umomi baat ki Hai 

aur usay un ki naseehat, ya khwahish samajh satke Hain ya 

un ka tajzia Hai ke is hawalay se ahthyat brtni chahiye . 
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articles resembling each other in terms of perspective 

and meaning, an important tool is known as Cosine is 

generally used. In Natural language Processing (NLP) 

an important metric is usually used to test whether there 

is any text similarity in the two records. The elimination 

of multiple sentences that contain similar documents 

from multiple document sources, the first step involves 

"the minimization of redundant information from the   

final review". Cosine similarity is one of the maximum 

used parallel measures in textual content summarization 

Which is explained below. 

The Cosine similarity measures the resemblance 

among pair of sentences Si = {wi1, wi2, wi3,…, wim , } 

and Sj = { wj1 , wj2 , wj3 ,…, wjm , } is computed using in 

Equation 2[32] . 

Sim (Si, Sj) = 
∑ Wik Wjkm

K−1

√∑ Wik
2  ∑ Wik

2m
K−1

m
K−1

 

(2) 

In which i and j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n and n are the whole 

numbers of sentences. Here, wik and who is the burden of 

corresponding terms tk in sentences Si and Sj. It is the 

grouping of TF and ISF wherein TF is how frequently 

term t seems in a sentence and ISF is what number of 

sentences of the summary group contain the period t. The 

weights have calculated the use of Equation 3. 

wik = T Fik . Log n/nk 

(3) 

Where TFik Amounts to how many periods the terms 

tk seems inside the sentence Si and nk represent the 

number of sentences containing the period tk in our 

experimentation, we have carried out the cosine 

similarity degree to the excessive recording sentences 

extracted by using the anterior phase. Then we have a 

look at the following sentence and examine it with a 

sentence (s) already include inside the summary 

sentences list. Those sentences that are too similar to the 

already protected sentences (Cosine similarity value is 

greater than threshold price 0.8) are considered 

redundant sentences and aren't to be involved within the 

summary. This manner is continued until the summary 

reaches the desired duration. We have used the python 

device to estimate the cosine similarity among two 

sentences (sci-learn,2019). 

 

5. Evaluation Method  

In this section, we evaluate our model result with the 

support of Rough Score and BLEU Score. 

5.1 Rouge 

Rouge (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gusting 

Evaluation) has come to be the standard technique that 

wants human-produced summaries which are observed 

as Gold standards and are related to the machine-created 

summaries. Rouge [32] uses the n-gram statistics method 

to measure the Precision, Recall, and F-measure of a 

summarizer quantitatively. Below are the equations of 

these measures. 

5.1.1 Precision 

Precision is the ratio of retrieved record which 

might be associated with the question its miles calculated 

through calculating by way the usage of the following 

method. 

|{relevent records } ∩ {retrived records }

|{retrieved records}|
 

(4) 

5.1.2 Recall 

The recollection is the ratio of related which can be 

retrieved correctly. It is taken into consideration with the 

aid of the usage of the resulting method. 

 
|{relevent records } ∩ {retrived records }

|{retrieved records}|
 

(5) 

Precision and recall are inversely proportion: 

As Precision increases      recall    decreases  

Conversely 

As Precision decreases    recall       increases 

5.1.3 F_measure 

F degree is designed using calculating the accuracy 

and remember. It is a harmonic imply of accuracy and 

recall. We used the following formula for calculating the 

F_Score: 

precision − recall.

precision + recall
 

(6) 

5.2 BLEU Score 

BLEU (Bilingual evolution understudy) is one of 
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the fundamental estimation measures in the system 

translation area. It used an advanced form of 

precision-recall to match output text against many 

position sentences. The main programming in the BLEU 

implementer is to fit the n-grams of candidates with 

n-grams of position without seeing the region of the 

word. we have done our experiment through unigram 

In Equation 7, we show the scientific formula for 

BLEU Score. 

P = Mmax / Wt 

(7) 

For Example: 

Table 2．Machine summary and human summary 

Articles Machine summary Human summary 

dengue, Alamat, ahthyat our ilaaj 

chndsal qabala Pakistan mien taizi key 

sath muta-Arif hony wali wabai marz 

dengue ke mutaliq mukammal 

malomat sab ke liye intehai zarore Hai 

taakay Kisi Bhi emergency Ki soorat 

mien khud kwavr –Apne pyaron 

nuqsaan se Kisi Bhi museebat ke 

mutaliq paishgi maloomat ke liye 

intehai hoten Hain. bdalty Mausam ke 

sath hi dengue afzaish our hamlo mien 

hojatahe is liye bar waqat dengue 

mutaliq aagahi hasil Hai hum isi mauzo 

par baat Karen ge baat Karen ge dengue 

Ki aqsam, tashkhees, ilaaj avrahtyat ke 

hawalay se avrpori koshish hogi ke 

qaryin tak mukammal maloomat 

pahonch jayen (es virus ki aqsam our 

phelao) virus ki family ke mumbar 

Hain aur un ka jeans virus Hai.  

bdalty Mausam ke sath hi 

dengue afzaish aur hamlon mien 

hojatahe is liye bar waqat dengue 

mutaliq aagahi haasil Hai hum isi 

mauzo par baat Karen ge baat Karen 

ge dengue ki aqsam, tashkhees, ilaaj 

avrahtyat ke hawalay se avrpori 

koshish hogi ke qaryin tak 

mukammal maloomat pahonch 

jayen (dengue ki aqsam aur phelao) 

dengue virus ki family ke mumbar 

Hain aur un ka jeans virus hai. yeh 

virus ke waqt ya hamal ke douran 

maa se bachay main bhi phail sakta 

Hai (bemari ki alamaat) yeh haddi 

toar bukhaar, fever, dengue himrijk 

fever aur dengue shak sndrom ke 

naam se Jana jata Hai. 

 

dengue himrijk fever aur 

dengue shak sndrom ke naam se 

Jana Jata Hai. mousmi halaat 

mein shehri ilaqon mein paaya 

jata Hai. ye Zaida tar asia aur 

janoobi America ke tarpon 

mein baaris ke Mausam mein 

hotay Hain jahan makhsoos 

Machar Zaida tadaad mein paye 

jatay hai. alamaat sir dard, 

hadion joron aur pathon mein 

shaded dard, aankh ke peechay 

shaded dard, jism par resham aur 

mukhtalif ashkaal main naak se 

khoon niklana,pishaab mein 

khoon anna baazu par 

patti bandhnay wala test positive 

aana qabil zikar Hain. 

 

6. Result and Discussion  

The advised Fuzzy Logic method is evaluated using 

the Rouge and BLEU Score method for the evaluation of 

5 different articles. This Article is taken from News 

Articles dataset which belongs to different categories such 

as Sports articles, Poetry articles, Stories articles 

Education articles, and Health articles our fuzzy logic 

shows such a good result when we compare it with the  

 

 

human being-created summary. The red line show in a 

graph BLEU Scores while the BLEU color show 

precision, purple color display recall, and green color 

show f-measure. The BLEU Score and Rough Score give 

us good result against each summary. their evaluation 

results as shown below in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Rouge (Precision, Recall and F-Measure) & BLEU Score result. 

7. Conclusion  

Text summarization has become a significant 

research domain as the information put away in the cloud 

is increasing gradually. The graph-based model, 

sentence-based model, the word-based model is some of 

the branches of extractive summarization. Based on Fuzzy 

logic single document summarization which routines a 

numerical feature-based model to contract with the 

incorrect and indecision of feature weight and generate a 

summary. During the whole experiment, we compare the 

system-created summary with other summarizer tools as 

mentioned which show us that our meant methods 

present better results than other summarizers in the period 

of BLEU Score, Precision, Recall, and F-Measure 

Method. 
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